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Cosmic string cusps are sources of short-lived, linearly polarized gravitational wave bursts which can be
searched for in gravitational wave detectors. We assess the capability of LISA to detect these bursts using
the latest LISA configuration and operational assumptions. For such short bursts, we verify that LISA can
be considered as “frozen”, namely that one can neglect LISA’s orbital motion. We consider two models for
the network of cosmic string loops, and estimate that LISA should be able to detect 4–30 bursts per year
assuming a string tension Gμ ≈ 10−10.6–10−10.1 and detection threshold SNR ≥ 20. Nondetection of these
bursts would constrain the string tension to Gμ≲ 10−11 for both models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The scientific objectives of the LISA mission [1], whose
launch is planned in 2037, are incredibly broad and cover,
amongst other things, the astrophysics of stellar binaries, the
detailed properties of black holes and tests of General
Relativity, galaxy formation and the measurement of cos-
mological parameters (see Refs. [2–12] for recent white
papers). Furthermore, LISA may also discover new cosmo-
logical sources of gravitational waves (GW), either through
their burstlike signal, or from their contribution to the
stochastic GW background (SGWB), or possibly both. In
this paper we focus on one such GW source, namely cosmic
strings, which are linelike topological defects that may be
formed in symmetry breaking phase transitions in the early
Universe [13–16]. The potential of LISA to detect cosmic
strings through their contribution to the SGWBwas recently
studied in depth in [17]. However, as is well-known, see
e.g. [18,19], cosmic string cusps—points on the stringwhich
instantaneously travel at the speed of light—also sourceGW
bursts. Whilst these have been searched for with LIGO-
Virgo-Kagra [20,21], at LISA frequencies the existing
studies are somewhat dated and limited to the Mock
LISA Data Challenge 3 (MLDC 3.4) [22–25], or do not
model the response of LISA to a cosmic string burst [26].
The aim of this paper is to reconsider the cosmic string burst
signature taking the latest LISA configuration and operation
assumptions with the most up-to-date cosmic string models.

We do not deal with the detection of these signals assuming
that the techniques similar to [24] are efficient.
We consider standard (noncurrent carrying) cosmic

strings parametrized by their dimensionless energy per
unit length Gμ related to the energy scale η of the phase
transition by

Gμ ∼ 10−6
�

η

1016 GeV

�
2

: ð1Þ

A network of cosmic strings contains both infinite strings
as well as a population of closed loops [15]. Multiple
studies have shown that the network evolves to an attractor
self-similar scaling solution in which the energy density in
strings is a fixed fraction of the energy density of the
Universe, and all characteristic length scales of the string
network are proportional to cosmic time t. Whereas the
scaling infinite string network leaves imprints at CMB
scales [27] with current constraints Gμ < 10−7 [28], the
GW signal is predominantly sourced by the loop distribu-
tion. As loops oscillate they decay into GWs, and since
loops of different sizes are permanently sourced by the
infinite string network (from formation until today), the
produced GWs cover decades in frequency. They can
therefore be probed for by LIGO-Virgo-Kagra, LISA,
and PTA experiments. In [20,21], the LIGO-Virgo-Kagra
Collaboration has searched for both their SGWB and burst
signatures. The resulting constraints [21] depend on the
loop distribution, and are

Gμ≲ 9.6 × 10−9 ðBOS modelÞ
Gμ≲ 4 × 10−15 ðLRS modelÞ
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where the LRS and BOS models (the letters correspond to
the authors’ names) refer to the two main loop distributions
in the current literature, given in Refs. [29,30], respectively.
From the SGWB only, at PTA frequencies, the current
constraints are Gμ ≲ 10−10 [31–36]. In the LISA frequency
band, the SGWB from cosmic strings was recently studied
in [17], where it was shown that LISA should detect the
SGWB from strings with Gμ≳Oð10−17Þ. As stated above,
our aim in this paper is to focus on the burst signature at
LISA frequencies.
In Sec. II we recall the main properties of the beamed

burst signal from cusps, including the frequency depend-
ence of the opening angle of the beam (which is broader at
LISA rather than LIGO frequencies, meaning it is a priori
easier to detect). Then, in Sec. III, the salient features of the
LISA response are summarized. We determine the cosmic
string burst efficiency, namely the probability that LISA
can detect a burst of a given amplitude, i.e., the probability
that its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is above a given value
SNRcut. In Sec. IV, we derive the rate of bursts observable
by LISA. We then evaluate the expected rate for the LRS
and BOS models in Sec. V. We also consider the case in
which LISA does not detect bursts from strings during the
mission duration Tobs, leading to upper bounds on μ.
Finally, we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. COSMIC STRING BURSTS

We start with a brief description of the GWs emitted by
cosmic string cusps, namely points on the string which
travel instantly at velocities close to the speed of light, see
Refs. [18,19,37] for detailed calculations.
The emission from these strong GW sources is concen-

trated in a beam, see Fig. 1, with a half-angle

θmðfÞ ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl�−1=3; ð2Þ

where l is the invariant length of the loop at redshift z
containing the cusp, f is the observed GW frequency, and
g2 is a Oð1Þ coefficient that we fixed to

ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 as derived

in [19,38]. Note that the beaming angle is limited to
θmðfÞ < 1. The Fourier transform of the cusp waveform
is spread over a wide range of frequencies following a
power law h̃ðfÞ ∼ Af−4=3. Its amplitude is given by

Aðl; z; μÞ ¼ g1
Gμl2=3

ð1þ zÞ1=3rðzÞ ; ð3Þ

where rðzÞ the proper distance to the cusp, and g1 ≈ 0.85.
In fact, the signal is cutoff at low frequencies by the
fundamental frequency of the loop f0 ¼ 2=l, which in the
detector frame imposes

f > flow ≡ 2

lð1þ zÞ : ð4Þ

Since the beaming angle θm becomes narrower as the
frequency increases, see Eq. (2), any misalignment of the
observer by a small angle β from the cusp direction results
in a cutoff at high frequencies when β > θm. Hence the
observed frequency must satisfy

f < fhigh ≡ 1

g2lβ3ð1þ zÞ : ð5Þ

As a consequence, and as the GW signal is linearly
polarized, the waveform of a cusp is only characterized by

h̃ðfÞ ¼ Ajfj−4=3Θðf − flowÞΘðfhigh − fÞ; ð6Þ

which can also be expressed in the time domain with a real
Fourier transform

hðtÞ ¼ 2A
Z

fhigh

flow

f−4=3 cosð2πftÞdf: ð7Þ

This is plotted in Fig. 2 where, for illustrative purposes, we
have chosen values of flow and fhigh characteristic of the
LISA sensitivity band, see Sec. III. Finally, we choose the

FIG. 1. Schematic view of a cosmic string burst, with the
beaming angle θm in red and the misalignement angle β.

FIG. 2. Cusp strain in time domain computed using Eq. (7), and
fixing (see Sec. III) flow¼f1¼0.1mHz, fhigh ¼ f2 ¼ 50 mHz,
characteristic of LISA.
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convention that for a polarization angle ψ we have in the
solar system barycenter frame,

hþðtÞ ¼ cosð2ψÞhðtÞ and h×ðtÞ ¼ sinð2ψÞhðtÞ: ð8Þ

III. LISA RESPONSE

LISA has a nontrivial response to the GW signal. Not
only is the wavelength of the GWs comparable to the
armlength, but also time-delay interferometry (TDI) must
be used. LISA’s satellites follow geodesic motion around
the sun and, as a result, the distance between them is not
equal and slowly changes in time (breathing and flexing).
TDI removes the laser frequency noise by delaying and
recombining individual measurements along the links
connecting the spacecrafts to reproduce the differential
measurement with an equal optical path (see Ref. [39] and
references therein for more details). Combining the mea-
surements in each pair of arms gives us three Michelson
TDI datasets referred to as X, Y and Z.
The effective duration of the GW burst from cosmic

strings is set by the lowest frequencies the gravitational
wave detector can detect. For LISA, flow ∼ 10−4 Hz which
leads to an effective duration of 104 seconds. This is
therefore much shorter than the orbital motion of LISA.
With a very high precision (as we will justify later by
working in time domain), we can thus consider LISA as
static (“frozen”), fixing its position at the maximum of the
GWamplitude in the time domain. With those assumptions,
the response becomes a function of angular frequency
ω ¼ 2πf only, and the Michelson X-TDI combination is
given by (see Eq. (32) of [40])

X̃S ¼ ωL sinðωLÞeiωLh̃ðω=2πÞ½Fþ
13ϒ13 − Fþ

12ϒ12�; ð9Þ

where the subscript S indicates the static-LISA approxi-
mation and the other two Michelson combinations, Y and
Z, can be obtained by the permutation of spacecraft indices
1 → 2 → 3 → 1. Note that in computing the response, we
can safely assume equal armlengths, L¼L12¼L23¼L31,
the precise armlength measurement is required mainly for
the laser frequency cancellation. The F and ϒ functions,
see Ref. [40], depend on the geometry and position of LISA
and the polarization angle ψ . Note that this expression
corresponds to 1.5-TDI generation [39]. Each Michelson
combination shares one link and, therefore, contains
correlated noise. By a linear combination of X, Y, Z,
one can form noise-orthogonal (uncorrelated) datasets
referred to as A, E, T, see for example [39]. Since the
response strongly suppresses the presence of a GW signal
in the T-combination, we compute the SNR using only A
and E.
Finally, we use the power spectral density SAðfÞ ¼

SEðfÞ of the LISA noise given in [40]. This includes the
contribution of galactic confusion noise, for which we have

chosen the nominal time span of the LISA mission
Tobs ¼ 4.5 years. Note that the noise rises sharply at low
frequencies (below 0.1 mHz) and at high frequencies
(above 0.2 Hz). The SNR is then computed in the usual way

SNR2 ¼ 4Re
Z

f2

f1

jÃðfÞj2 þ jẼðfÞj2
SAðfÞ

df: ð10Þ

We have chosen f1 ¼ 0.1 mHz and f2 ¼ 50 mHz reflect-
ing the LISA sensitivity band.
As an additional check, we have also generated the

signal in the time domain, using Eq. (8) and following the
procedure described in [40]. Namely, we first compute
the response to the GW burst for a single laser link from the
sender (s) to the receiver (r), using

yGWrs ¼ Φrsðts − k⃗ · R⃗sðtsÞÞ −Φrsðt − k⃗ · R⃗rðtÞÞ
2ð1 − k⃗ · n⃗rsÞ

; ð11Þ

where R⃗s=r is the vector position of the sending/receiving
spacecraft, n⃗rs is a unit vector along the sender-receiver
link, k⃗ corresponds to the direction of propagation of the
GW and Φrs is the projection of the GW strain on the link
Φrs ¼ n⃗irsn⃗

j
rshij. We then computed the TDI combinations

using their definition [by applying the time delays of
Eq. (14) in [40] to Eq. (11)]:

X1.5¼y13þD13y31þD13D31y12þD13D31D12y21

−ðy12þD12y21þD12D21y13þD12D21D13y31Þ; ð12Þ

where we have used the shorthand notation for the delay
operator DijxðtÞ ¼ xðt − Lij=cÞ. This is the Michelson
TDI-1.5 combination without any approximations. After
calculating the Fourier transforms of A and E numerically,
we have evaluated the SNR according to Eq. (10) using the
full TDI and have confirmed the validity of the static LISA
approximation Eq. (9). From a practical point of view we
consider the TDI combinations, which contain the GW
signal together with the instrumental response, as LISA’s
data. It is given either by Eq. (9) in frequency domain or by
Eq. (12) in time domain.
Due to its finite sensitivity, LISA can only detect a

fraction of the cosmic string burst directed at the instru-
ment. We assess the detection efficiency of LISA using
PðSNR > xjA; β; zÞ, the probability that the SNR of a GW
burst with amplitude A, misalignment angle β at redshift z
is higher than a given value x. We will calculate it in the
following section.

IV. RATE OF BURST IN LISA

Inspired by the framework established in Ref. [38], we
first calculate the event rate Ψ for an idealized “perfect”
observer who can detect any signal, however weak.
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This rate Ψ is given in terms of the number of bursts ν that
are emitted per cosmic time, per proper volume VðzÞ, per
unit angle β and per unit loop length l,

Ψðl; β; zÞ ¼ 1

1þ z
∂
4ν

∂β∂t∂l∂V
¼ sin β

ð1þ zÞlNc
∂
2N

∂l∂V
; ð13Þ

where we have introduced the average number of cusps
per loop oscillation Nc and the loop-number density
∂
2N =∂l∂V. In this paper, we consider two models for
the loop-number density, the BOS [29,41] and LRS [30,42]
models. These models were considered within the LISA
Collaboration [17,43] and the LVK Collaboration [20,21],
and the explicit expressions for ∂2N =∂l∂V may be found
in the references above. Both models aim at describing the
population of sub-Hubble loops in the Universe, hence they
are only valid in the range

l < αtðzÞ; ð14Þ

with α ¼ Oð0.1Þ.
In order to make the connection with Sec. III, we now

express Ψ in terms of amplitude using Eq. (3), namely

ΨðA; β; zÞ ¼
���� ∂l
∂A

����Ψðl; β; zÞ ¼ 3Nc

2A
sin β

ð1þ zÞ
∂
2N

∂l∂V
: ð15Þ

The fraction of events per unit time detected by LISA is Ψ
weighted by the detection efficiency of LISA,

RLISA ¼
Z

dzdAdβΨðA; β; zÞPðSNR > SNRcutjA; β; zÞ:

ð16Þ

For simplicity, we now assume that the SNR of the burst is
entirely determined by its amplitude A, namely

PðSNR > SNRcutjA; β; zÞ ∼ PðSNR > SNRcutjAÞ: ð17Þ

This is an exact statement for bursts that are perfect power
laws in the frequency band of LISA

flow < f1 < f2 < fhigh: ð18Þ
We therefore take the conservative approach to discard all
the bursts that do not satisfy Eq. (18). Note that the choice
of the arbitrary frequencies f1 and f2 has two competing
effects on the SNR and the rate of bursts. Indeed, a wider
frequency band would increase the SNR of individual
bursts, as can be seen on Eq. (10). However, it would also
discard a larger number of burst candidates because of the
condition in Eq. (18). In this analysis, we checked that
varying ðf1; f2Þ had no strong impact on our results.
The two inequalities in Eq. (18) can be rewritten as

1 < g2ð1þ zÞlf1 ð19Þ

β < ½g2lð1þ zÞf2�−1=3 ≡ βupðl; zÞ; ð20Þ
where the first, Eq. (19), is the requirement that the beam
always remain small, θmðfÞ < 1, for all the frequency that
we consider in our frequency band ½f1; f2�. Equation (20)
acts as a upper limit βup for the misalignement angle, and
together the inequalities yield

βupðl; zÞ <
�
f1
f2

�
1=3

≈ 0.1: ð21Þ

Note that, in earlier analyses such as in Refs. [20,21], no
distinction was made between f1 and f2, and both were
referred to as f�. In this case, the misalignement angle is
only bounded from above by βupðl; zÞ < 1.
With these conditions, the only remaining dependence

on β in Eq. (16) is the term sin β which can easily be
integrated to give

FIG. 3. Left panel: Detection efficiency of LISA for a burst of amplitude A ¼ 10−21 s−1=3 marginalized over the sky localization of the
source and polarization angle. Right panel: Probability that a burst with amplitude A has SNR larger than SNRcut ¼ 20.
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RLISA ¼
Z

dzdA
3β2upNc

4ð1þ zÞA
∂
2N

∂l∂V
PðSNR > SNRcutjAÞ;

ð22Þ
using the approximation 1 − cos βup ≈ β2up=2 since βup ¼
Oð0.1Þ.
We determine the LISA’s efficiency (17) for a fixed burst

amplitudeA as a fraction of sources distributed uniformly on
the sky and in polarization angle detectable with the SNR
greater than x,PðSNR > xjAÞ. The result is shown in the left
panel of Fig. 3 for the amplitude A ¼ 10−21. On the other
hand,we can compute the efficiency as a function of the burst
amplitude while choosing the SNR threshold SNRcut ¼ 20.
The results are shown in the right panel; we start detecting the
bursts starting with A ≥ 8 × 10−22. The SNR threshold
SNRcut ¼ 20 was chosen based on the simple background
estimation. We have performed a matched filtering on the
simulated LISA data containing Galactic white dwarf bina-
ries and instrumental noise (but no bursts from cosmic
strings). We have found no events above SNR 17, justifying
the choice of our threshold. However, a more exhaustive
study using a broad prior on the bursts parameter and realistic
simulated data (with other GW sources) is required to
establish the definitive value of SNRcut. Finally, we integrate
Eq. (22) numerically, enforcing the conditions Eqs. (14) and
(19) in order to obtain RLISA.

V. RESULTS

The expected rate of detected bursts in LISA for the
BOS and LRS models are presented in Fig. 4 for the
fixed number of cusps per oscillation period1 Nc ¼ 2.

We compute the expected detection rate for the fixed value
of string tension: Gμ ¼ 10−10.1 for BOS model and 10−10.6

for LRS. This tension is compatible with the latest PTA
results if we assume that the observed common red noise
signal is a stochastic GW signal originating from the string
network [44]. The rate for the two models is

RLISAðGμ ¼ 10−10.1Þ ¼
BOS

4 yr−1; ð23Þ

RLISAðGμ ¼ 10−10.6Þ ¼
LRS

30 yr−1: ð24Þ

In the case in which LISA does not detect bursts
from cosmic string cusps during the mission duration
Tobs, one can put upper bounds on the string tension. If
we assume that the probability Pðn; Tobs; GμÞ to observe n
bursts during Tobs follows a Poissonian rate with mean
TobsRLISAðGμÞ, i.e.

Pðn; Tobs; GμÞ ¼
½TobsRLISAðGμÞ�n

n!
e−TobsRLISAðGμÞ; ð25Þ

we exclude values of the string tension for which the
probability of nondetection (n ¼ 0) is smaller than 5%

TobsRLISAðGμÞ > − lnð5%Þ ≈ 2.99573: ð26Þ

Given the shape of the rate RLISAðGμÞ, see Fig. 4, the
constraint of Eq. (26) provides an upper bounds on the
string tension. It is also clear that the bounds on the string
tension Gμ will depend on the mission’s operating time.
The shaded area in Fig. 4 intersecting the expected rate
indicates the upper bound on the tension.
We consider two LISA observation scenarios each with a

82% duty cycle: (i) Nominal mission duration of 4.5 years,
and (ii) Extended mission duration of 10 years. In the case
of no detection, we will be able to set the constraints on Gμ
for nominal and extended mission periods as given in
Table I.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have assessed the capability of the most recent
configuration of LISA to detect GW bursts originating from
the cosmic string cusps. We have confirmed the validity of

FIG. 4. Expected rate of detected bursts in LISA as a function
of the string tension for models BOS and LRS. In case LISA does
not detect bursts from cosmic string cusps, the orange hatched
region is excluded after Tobs ¼ 82% × 4.5 years and the blue
hatched region is excluded after Tobs ¼ 82% × 10 years.

TABLE I. 95% confidence upper bound on the string tension
from the nondetection of GW cosmic string cusp event for
“Nominal” (4.5 years) and “Extended” (10 years) mission
duration and duty cycle 82%.

Nominal Extended

BOS model Gμ < 3 × 10−11 Gμ < 2 × 10−11

LRS model Gμ < 4 × 10−12 Gμ < 3 × 10−12

1For a loop of length l, this corresponds to a rate of GW
emission l̇ ¼ −ΓGμ with Γ ≈ 50 [17,32].
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the “frozen” LISA approximation [Eq. (9)] by comparing
the results with the full LISA response calculations.
As such, this work completes previous analysis of GW

signals from cosmic strings that focused mainly on the
stochastic GW background or on bursts in the LIGO
frequency band. Whereas the stochastic GW background
from strings will be detectable with LISA for
Gμ ≳ 10−17 [17], we have shown that the GW bursts from
the strings with tension Gμ≳ 10−11–10−12 could be
detected with SNR above 20. The detection of individual
bursts from cosmic strings opens up the opportunity of
obtaining the sky localization of the emitting cosmic string
loop [24] and of complementing other detection methods,
such as gravitational microlensing [45,46] or electromag-
netic counterparts [47,48].
However, we should say that this is not a fair compari-

son. In order to detect the stochastic GW signal, we need to
detect and accurately characterize (to minimize the resid-
uals) all resolvable signals. This is quite a challenging task.
On other hand, we need to confirm by a more detailed study
the SNR threshold for a reliable detection of astrophysical
GW bursts. This threshold will also depend on our abilities
to disentangle GW bursts from the instrumental and

environmental glitches (noise artifacts). Some preliminary
study was already done in this direction [49,50] which use
the different way glitches and GW signals impact the TDI.
The current bounds on the string tension set by the

several PTA Collaborations are Gμ≲ 10−10, which is
higher than what is required for detectable bursts, therefore
leaving a window for the discovery of strings in the LISA
band. In the next decade that remains before the launch of
LISA, bounds on Gμ from PTA experiments are likely to
become more stringent or to raise great excitement if the
common-red-process is confirmed to be a stochastic back-
ground of GWs.
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